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(Atlanta Constitution)

executive power, are leading the demands

"Happy" Comes Back Home not been
To be high commissioner of organized
baseball is no mean honor. Kenesaw
Mountain Landis left the federal bench
to accept the position, and Albert Benjamin Chandler put away the toga of a
United States senator to preside over that
branch of sport. Commissioner Chandler
has been frequently in Owensboro the
past 11 years. He came Monday to witness a game at Miller Field. Personally
popular, he has many friends here who
when they heard of his plans made arrangements to greet him. A native of
Corydon, Henderson county, Versailles
has been his home since he left college
for there he began to practice law. And
from the county seat of Woodford he
made successful races for state senator,
lieutenant governor, governor and United
States senator.
"Happy" Chandler's nick-name tits him.
He's natural always. His friends when
he first put feet upon the ladder that was
to lift him to renown are still his friends
as he and they look back across the years
during his ascendancy.

His path is one

that few men have trod. Still under 40
when he became chief executive of the
commonwealth, his fiftieth birthday an-

celebrated alniversary has
though state and national honors have
been heaped about him. To Chandler,
sports are vital parts of life. To keep
himself physically strong is necessary to
the full enjoyment of his years. To play
the game fairly is essential to the baseball
player, if he would maintain the high
standard it deserves. Such is the creed
of this young man who having held the
highest post in his state and one of the
highest in the nation, is now high commissioner of baseball.
(Owensboro Messenger)
To meet an .unprecedented need for surface craft, particularly in the early stages
,of the war, the Coast Guard acquired a
total of approximately 2,100 reserve vessels of various types, practically all of
which have been returned to their private
owners.
The Greeks were the first people to use
bedsprings. They made them of braided
leather thongs hung between heavy boards
at the sides of the bed.
The mechanism of Big Ben, giant London clock, includes a 13%-foot pendulum
and numerals two feet high.

LONG DISTANCE
CALLS ARE STILL

INCREASING
The volume of Long Distance calls
keeps right on growing. Between towns
and cities only a few miles apart, folks
"are making one-fifth more calls today than during

the peak of the war-

time load.
'As a result ofthis postwar rush
of short-haul calls there is likely to
be some delays on calls to nearby
points until the necessary materials
can be obtained and additional 'circuits provided to relieve cong•estion.
che meantime. everytjiting PonXIblell being done to handle all Calls
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Worn Land Remade
In Warren County

By J. F. Graham

ago

Coccidiosis In Poultry
Coccidiosis is a very wideof poultry that
spread disease
unthrifty
losses,
causes death
lowered egg producand
birds.
caused by very small
tion. It is
parasites called "coccidia." When
these parasites
eaten by poultry,
walls and
nee in the intestine
multiply rapidly. In a few days
form
they develop into egg-like
the intestines in the
and leave
dcoppins. In the presence of air,
warmth and moisture they dethe
velop in 18 to 48 hours into
harmful stage and will cause
coccidiosis if eaten by poultry.
of
There are at least six kinds
coccidia but only two of these
cause blood to appear in the
droppings. Coccidia may live in
soil or poultry droppings for one
year or more.
Control-Coccidiosis cannot be
remedy.
cured by any known
Disinfectants usually destructive
to germs do not kill coccidia.
kind
In fact moisture of any
aids the development of this disease. Control therefore depends
on intensified preventive mea-

County Agent Ray Hopper of
Warren county tells how French
Moore rebuilt worn land which
he bought in 1943. He cleared
off the bushes in the winter of
1943, fertilized the land and
planted corn.
In the fall of 1944 he applied
500 pounds of 20 percent superphosphate te the acre and sowed
wheat and a mixture of redtop,
orchard grass, bluegrass and timothy. Then in the spring of 1945
he added alsike, white and red
clover.
Taking Hopper over the field
this spring, Moore pointed to the
big growth all over the field, and
how all gullies had been filled.
In most places grass and clover
were knee-high.

done more quickly if a small
amount of litter is used.
3. Keep feed and water containers clean.
4. Daily cleaning should continue until symptoms of coccidiosis disappear, usually 5 to 10
days.
5. If the chicks appear cold
supply more heat.
6. The use of milk in any
form is of value as an addition
to the regular feed. Keep liquid
milk before the chicks instead
of water for 5 to 10 days. Sweet
or sour milk may be used. Do
not change from one to the
sures.
1, As soon as coccidiosis ap- other.
Experimental work at the Unipears confine the chicks to the
versity of Delaware indicates
brooder house and sunporch.
2. Dry clean the brooder house that sulfaguanadine is a valueach morning by scraping and able treatment. Treatment is as
sweeping. Do not use water or follows: "At the first sign of
disinfectants. Cleaning can be cecal coccidiosis feed one per-

W. H. Johnson
J. Y. Oliannon
Farmers in Barren county have
By John S. Gardner, College
agreed to supply vegetables to a
For Immediate
of Agriculture and Home
cannery established at Glasgow.
Economics
After J. M. Finch of Mason
Delivery On
county used 100 pounds of ammonium nitrate on 40 acres of
MONUMENTS
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turned nozzle must be used to
the Hessian fly has
'BLUE BABY' RESTS-Five-week-old Barnara Moore, a "blue put insecticide where feeding is county, but
damaged wheat 25 percent.
following
Ohio,
baby", rests under an oxygen tent in Cincinnati,
done. It should be deadly to inFourteen head of Brown Swiss
flight from Omaha, Neb., in an army plane. Standing left to right sects, but harmless to man. Such
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usegg-cl
the
young
all
the
Thus,
days,
10
unfolded.
about
in
ing
Henderson,
in
7°6
week's visit in Louisville and day and Saturday
vs
much as 50 ters of that generation have been
Frankfort. While in Louisville as guests of Mr. and Mrs. T. J. proceed to eat as
weight in a day. surrounded with control materthey saw Alma Powell in "Dan- Davidson, 224 South Alvis street, times their own
instopping over at Morganfield to Egg-laying proceeds for a period ial and all newly hatched
gers of Working Girls."
dose.
be guests of Mrs. Terry's mother, of about 10 days, and rotenone fants should find a lethal
stays effective for about that Theoretically, if all gardeners
.1 July 12, 1921. Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. E. V. Ball, Sunday.
0,0,-00„•,I.ottu'oogl
followed this program faithfully,
period, too.
R. M. Pool and daughter, Miss
'
likotoniglo
-too
be
would
spraying
beetle
a
Mexican
data
4 HI,
foct411/
the
these
From
4 March 14, 1922. Mrs. Sudie
Mildred, spent the Fourth very '
alsome
out,
However,
worked
out.
been
wiped
pleasantly at Cerulean enroute Anglin has returned from Jack- schedule has
adults ways escape, and egg-laying may
NIGHT SHOWS-710 - 9:10
Matinee -2:30 P.M.
from a motor trip to Hopkins- sonville, Fla., where she spent as follows: When the first
the winter with her daughter, are observed, look for egg-clus- be observed in 30 days again,
ville and other points.
ters, and immediately the first when the same procedure should
Mrs. A. L Wilson.
are seen, dust or spray. On a be followed, with, however, a
July 12, 1921. Miss Gladys
the
as
it
days
for
10
need
date
decreasing
a
Waggener is at the Mayo Bros. -'March 17, 3922. Press Black- calendar, mark
RED RYDER AND LITTLE BEAVER HIT THE TRAIL FOR
Institute, of Rochester, N. Y., burn, of Flat Rock, arrived here hence, then dust again to sur- season progresses.
NEW THRILLS AND ADVENTURE! . . .
under treatment for an eye yesterday afternoon from Frank
d
has
accompanie
been
connected
he
fort,
where
was
She
trouble.
there last week by her parents, with the State Senate as Cloak
Room Keeper. Press says PrinceMr. and Mrs. W. C. Waggener.
ton stands a good chance to land
July 12, 1921. Mrs. Kennie the new West Kentucky NoteJohnson is a patient at the Jen- mal if we go after it in dead
Remember
nie Stewart Hospital, of Hop- earnest. Let's do it.
kinsville, having gone there
Added!
thinking she had an attack of a March 17, 1922. Mrs. Pearl
3 STOOGE COMEDY
a"eY
"
V
Sun
appendicitis, but Dr. Gaither is Hoover, after a visit to BlairsChapter ii
of the opinion she is taking'ty- ville, Ill., has returned to her
"MONSTER & APE"
home in Scottsburg.
phoid fever.
-'March 17, 1922. Miss Robbie
(one
cent of sulfaguanadine
spent last Saturday and
Majors
pound to 99 lbs. of mash) for Sunday in Scottaburg with her
A PROMISE OF A RARE GOOD TIME!
one to one and one .hall days. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Then give them the regular mash Majors.
for four days. Then feed one
Ca n
percent of sulfaguanadine in the
March 17, 1922. Miss Lizzie
mash for one day, followed by Kinsolving, of the Sturgis High
.. when he
four days of regular mash. Then School, is here on account of
C0100.11
clov4,4.0.1101-04
one day of one percent sulfa- the illness of her mother, Mrs.
10 •114
of
one
receives
This
guanadine in the mash.
John Kinsolving, at the Dorshould eliminate the coccidiosis. mitory.
these handsome
However, this should be comgifts. "Just what
bined with the regular treatGuards Water
ment of cleaning and dryness in Toad
I wanted," he'll
Meter For Five Years
the house".
Sparta, Term.-(P)- Merrill
say... and you will be so proud. These are just
Klein, Sparta's official water methat
toad
of
a
ter reader, tells
GOOE °MINIM
a few of the choice gifts you will find at Sears.
back in October, 1941, hopped
MOROff
Wat
you
assist
us
let
' /.
into a meter box sunk in the
,Come in or telephone and
ground and has been living there
for
useful
and
original
g
,in selecting somethin
ever since. Thin during the winter, the toad fattens during
the "swellest" fellow .in the world ...your Dad.
spring and summer on insects
Added Enjoyment!
that fall through the roof of the
MUSICAL-"BANDS ACROSS THE SEA"
box, Klein says.
CARTOON COMEDY IN COLOR
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See wnor a oeoutlful,
change takes place in dry
skin when you give IS
regular "Botany" Lanolin core,
These dainty preparations ore so incrodIbly rich
$I. $1.75
hoer sumo

••

In lanolin therisnsooth
owoy the traces of dry:.
neu...leove your skin
'softer, lovelier, help
maintain the oil bolonceit

11.2s. sS

nsiderable
have done
secondly,
in making

Ky. farm News

Approximately 10,000 gallons
of strawberries will be marketed ina Green county this year.
About 5,000 acres of wheat in
Logan county were destroyed by
Hessian fly and leaf rust, and
half of 10,000 acres more.
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Wood Drug Store

WILD BILL

ELLIOTT

Father's Day
June 16th

SUN. & MON., JUNE 2- 3

<4'w

Pasteurized
MILK

Smart Coat Sweater

Our cap on p bottle of

4.88
Designed like your favorite sport
jacket with plaid flannel front and
knit sleeve and bock. Select it in
blue or tan to make your Dad feel
Ilk, a king on his day.
488
No. 83 E 2175

pasteurized milk is your
is health insurance! Serve

guarantee of purity, sani-

it at every meal.

tation and quality.

Your

family will not only enjoy

ems molls

SEE

delicious taste of our pure,

pages 126 and 127 of this
week's issue, June 1,1946,
of the
SATURDAY EVENING POST
for an important

rich pasteurized milk, but

IRON FIREMAN

the creamy texture and
logical and
• man. In
al returns.

they will thrive on it. Arrange to have a quart or
more in your refrigerator
at all times. It's perfect as
a beverage with in-between meal snacks.

B. N. Lusby
Company
Phone 88
Princeton, Kentucky

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

IRON
FIREMAN
AUTOMATIC NIAT

1 DAY! TUES., JUNE 4thA MERRY, MAGICAL MASQUERADE TO PROVE
ALL "SPIRITS" AREN'T GHOSTS!

Here's More Joy!
3 STOOGES in "IDIOTS DELUXE"
SPORTS REVIEW
TRAVEL IN COLOR

cement of interest to
everyone modernizing,buying
or building a home.

rvice

Phone 161

CYcic'nd 1

3 DAYS! Starts WED., JUNE 5th
Handsome Lighter

Stratoline Belt

1.80

2.00

What could be nicer to give Dad,
Olson this personalized flame thrower lighter. Select his today (one for
yourself, too) In red, ivory or block
with chrome top and initial.
1.80
No. E 65321‘

Streamlined as a skyline . . . with
Its smart metal buckle. Genuine
cowhid• bolt in black with silver
plated buckle, or brown with gold
plated buckle. One inch, width.
"Right" for Dad.
2.00
No. 33E3721

PLAN
%USE SEARS EASY PAYMENT
THE CONVENIENT WAY TO BUY

Telephone 790
107 W. Court Square

SEARS
ROEBUCK ANC''':()

SARI COOPER
INCRID BERMAN
NEVER *ORE lYMMINS

NEVER MORE NAW77144
is till fl11111

.

Cyliilt A 1
IV

t

ti•

Thursday, May 30, 1946
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At The Churches

,lrs. Indiana Oregon Asher
1 Funeral services for Mrs. Indi, , na Oregon Asher, who died at
4), ler home in the Flatrock corniiiunity Sunday, were held at
„71atrock Monday afternoon, with
*
lie Rev. Reed Woodall officiating.
Asher was born in 1881 in
I
t
L‘t
ville.
Survivors are two daughters,
W. M. Rowland, Fredonia,
11:1
•*,.toute 1, and Mrs. R. L. Gates,
Springs, Route 1; two
,.
*.):,awson
lions, Al Asher, Fredonia, Route
and Robert Asher, Route 1; a
• ;LC
' It'..10rother, Jim Lane, Crider, eight
A.leandchildren and 14 great*.lirandchildren
Pallbearers were Richard Row•
d, Bob Rowland, W. M. Rowand, Al Asher, V. E. Chamberin and Goebel Oliver.
Burial was in Asher cemetery,
ilatrock.
everybody reads .The Leader\

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Rev. A. B. Houze, for 28 tears
pastor of the First Christian
Church, Bowling Green, will be
guest minister, local Christian
Church, at morning service Sunday, June 2, it was announced
this week.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
9.45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. ?darning Service
8:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Wcirship
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
J. P. Bright, minister
Sunday School each Sunday at
9:45 A. M. Mr. Robt. Coleman,
supt.
Morning Worship each Sunday at 11 A. M.
Young Piople's meeting at

zt Radio Repair
NEW RADIOS
NEW PHONOGRAPHS
PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

Jim Shrewsbury
NOW LOCATED
OVER ELDRED HARDWARE
PHONE 423-J

time in- Trustees hereafter elected, 44
the year of said corporation may at any
mence business as soon es these more during
Hun- not be subject to the payniet
One
exceed
not
8:311 P. M.'
shall
cur
operation
Articles are filed and recorded election toward the
Evening' Worship at 7:30 P. M.
dred Thousand Dollars ($100,- of corporate debts.
incorporation
so
hospital,
In witness whereof, we, th,
and upkeep of the
Mid-Week Service, Wednesday, (Continued from front page) and a certificate of
000.00).
shall be issued by the Secretary that at the expiration of three
incorporators, have hereunto set
7:30 P. M.
Article IX.
Rosenthal, G. M. Pedley, Howof State for Kentucky, and shall years from and after the elecThe private property of the our hands this 10th day of May,
ard York, William Jones, Thos.
continue in existence for a per- tion of the first Board of Trust- Incorporators hereof, or of the 1946.
CRIDER CUMBERLAND
beCameron,
B.
J. Simmons, N.
sooner
unless
years,
iod of 100
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
ees, one new Trustee shall be
ing residents of Princeton, Cold,
*dissolved by action of its in- elected annually as above set
Preaching services at 11:00, by
well County, Kentucky, do hereuncorporators and trustees, or
dia. pastor.
out.
by associate ourselves together
charter be forfeited by
Christian Endeavor at 8:15 p.m.
After the election of the origof forming and less its
purpose
the
for
according
authorities
Preaching services at 7:00 p.m.
proper
the
Board of Trustees, elections
inal
corporanon-profit
creating a
by the pastor.
law.
to
successors in office shall
their
proof
and
tion under the terms
Article VII.
be made as above set out from
Chapter 273, Kentucky
of
*visions
THE CENTRAL
The affairs of this corporation a list of nominees submitted by
Revised Statutes, 1944 Edition,
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
purposes and shall be conducted by a Board the Board of Trustees, provided
and
uses
the
for
Donal Wilmoth, Minister
of five however, that candidates for the
under the terms and conditions of Trustees composed
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
of office of Trustee may be nomBoard
first
The
members.
set forth.
1 nice dwelling on Hopkinsville St., with 5
8:00 p.m. The Westminister hereinafter
Trustees shall be elected by a inated on the floor of the meetI.
Article
Fellowship.
who
of
those
all
election
of
for
vote
ing. All votes
The name of this corporation majority
rooms, bath and sun parlor; nice yard and gardThere will be no morning or
$100.00 Trustees shall be cast in person
shall be "Caldwell County Me- contribute as much as
evening worship Sunday.
new
each to the building of the
and there shall be no right of
morial Hospital".
en; ideal location. Practically new.
hospital, each such contributor vote by proxy.
Article II.
OGDSN MEMORIAL
The
Should a vacancy arise on the
The principal office or place being entitled to one vote.
METHODIST CHURCH
corporation first election of the five mem- Board of Trustees as a result of
said
of
business
of
J. Lester McGee, Minister
Trustees death, resignation or removal, or
shall be located in Princeton, bers of the Board of
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
herein from any cause, before the exas
contributors,
the
by
Kentucky.
County,
Morning Worship* 10:55 am. Caldwell
_ptiovided, shall be frona,,,A.,Mst pisetien of the_.term of .office
Articlg,
Sermon.Siect; -'-3re All.:TV
nomine8s of said Trustee-Musing the va6-Room house on East Market St.; baseThe nature of the business'• of not less than 10
Children •In?" The Vacation
by the incorporators cancy, his place shall be filled
submitted
by
transacted
be
to
proposed
renBible School children will
at the by the remaining Trustees, whose
ment; modern conveniences.
said corporation, and the objects hereof, and shall be held
der special music.
corporation appointee shall hold office until
the
of
office
chief
promoted
be
to
purposes
Youth Fellowship 7:30 p.m. and
months prior to the com- the next regular annual meetSermon subject: "America's Most and carried out by same shall six
pletion of the new hospital. Un- ing of contributors for purpose
be as follows:
Glaring Inconsistency."
has of election of a Trustee whose
(a) To promote, organize, oper- til the Board of Trustees
Wed. 7:30 p.m. Mid-week Serof the term expires at that time.
affairs
the
elected,
been
carry
and
conduct
maintain,
ate,
vice. Sermon by the Pastor:
be conducted
The Trustees shall elect an"The Fallacy Of The Doctrine on a general hospital for the corporation shall
hereof.
nually from their number a
Of 'Once In Grace Always In care and treatment of the sick, by the incorporators
Also several nice farms for sale.
At the meeting of the con- Chairman, Vice-Chairman, a Secafflicted and wounded.
Grace.'"
the
of
retary and a Treasurer, with
The Vacation Bible School (b) To acquire by gift, devise, tributors for the election
purchase, sale, lease or otherwise, first Board of Trustees, the the privilege ol combining the
continues.
and to hold such land, buildings, Tiustees shall be elected for latter two offices. They shall
personal property, equipment, terms of three, four, five, six also elect a superintendent of
machinery, furnishings, and all and seven years respectively, the hospital, who shall not be
other property of any kind, as the length of the term for said a member of the Board of TrustInsurance and Real Estate
may be necessary to carry out Trustees to be determined as ees, and shall elect or appoint
receiving
Trustee
the
follows:
the business of said corporation;
such other persons as may be
Phones 54, Res. 175
Princeton, Ky.
At Monday night's City Coun- and to dispose of any of said the highest number of votes to necessary to conduct the busicil. attended by all councilmen, property authorized and direct- be elected for the seven year ness of the corporation. They
the Mayor presiding, Lonnie ed by the properly constituted term, the one receiving the next may require from the Treasurer
Croft was elected a policeman, authorities having control of highest number of votes for the such bond as may be necessary
six year term, and so on, so for the faithful discharge of his
supplanting Chas. H. Duke, who such matters.
has been on the force since Jan. (c) To erect, build and con- that the one receiving the low- duties.
1. Mr. Croft will begin his duties struct a suitable building or est number of votes shall be
Article VIII.
Saturday, June 1.
buildings, or additions thereto, elected for the three year term.
The highest amount of indebtterm
the
of
expiration
At the
There was general discussion and to furnish and equip same
edness or liability which this
of law enforcement, including for the purpose hereinabove set of office of each Trustee, his
Though the President of the
laws against speeding, slaying of out, or to contract for same to successor shall be elected for a
stray dogs, licensing and vacci- be done.
period of five years by a ma- United States is commander-innating dogs against rabies, the
(d) To lease a building or jority vote of all citizens of Cald- chief of the Army and Navy, he
existence of rabies having been buildings erected and construct- well County of legal age who is not allowed to wear the unireported.
Phone 707 537
ed by others, and to hold and shall contribute One Dollar or form.
213 N. Harrison St.
operate same under the terms
of said lease, with the right to
Princeton, Kentucky
You Never Cleaned Your
lease same furnished or to furnish and equip same if leased
unfurnished.
So Easily
(e) To care for, treat and
Kleeniie ene. messy. %firm- minister to all persons who may
I•1 b..hèog JoIp.iy.ur
"The Relief Retonga Brought
plat• or bridge in • glass desire admittance to said hospiMe Was A Happy Revelaelf water. Add a bide Klee.
nit.. Presto! Steins. die. tal, and who shall comply with
colorations. demture .der disappear. Your
Declares Mrs. Webb.
tion,"
proand
regulations
the
rules
teeth sparkle like new. Ask soar druggist
today ter Kleenite.
Now, Sleeps
Anything
Eats
by
the
and
mulgated
adopted
KLEENITE the Brushles., Way Board of Trustees hereinafter Fine Again
provided for, and to advance the :"Thanks to Retonga I can eat
Get KLERNITE today at Wood
health and standards of the com- atrthing now and I have reDrug Company and all good
munity generally.
gained twenty of the twentydruggists.
(f) To charge a reasonable four pounds I lost while suffersum for services rendered to all ing from nervous indigestion,"
persons admitted to said hospi- gratefully declares Mrs. Fred
tal, and to accept for hospitali- Webb, respected housewife of
We are proud to announce our appointment as
Discussing
zation, care and treatment, with- Evansville, Tenn.
she
your new Kelvinator Dealer. Not only is Kelvigratefully
out charge, any persons who her experience,
Mrs. Fred Webb
Thousands say famous decter's may be designated as eligible stated:
nator
the oldest name in refrigeration, but Keldiscovery gives blessed rorni kens for such charity by the Trustees "Nervous indigestion kept me days I no longer needed strong
vinator
refrigerators are world-famous for beauirritation of the bladder canoed by in charge.
feeling so upset it was almost laxatives. Muscular aches are reto
soundly.
get
Impossible
refreshing
sleep
now
I
and
lieved
excess acidity in the urine
and extra value! With this
dependability
ty,
Article IV.
This corporation shall have no sleep. I couldn't eat much and My appetite is fine and food
new
line
Why softer needlessly tram Imsdrachon,
of
advanced refrigerators, we shall be
run-down feeling from ginc••• nodally S. capital stock. No certificates of wtiat I did eat Apparently gave seems to digest well for I have
uriniD) Ju•t try DR.
to
able
serve you even better than we have in
I lost regained twenty pounds. The reSWAMP ROOT, the remerwmod lgerhal stock or interest shall be issued n* little nourishment
nwrdichur. SWAMP ROOT acts last eh tin
weight and felt distressingly lief Retonga brought me was
no
any
dividend
and
person,
to
the past—and invite you to come in and see the
kidneys to promote this flow of urine and
relieve troublesome!. IMOSIN
Orbit. shall be declared or paid to any weakened. My elimination was certainly a happy revelation."
wt:di by c=esims
e:e
s
Wi
great new 1946 Kelvinators now on display.
Retonga is intended to relieve
person whosoever. This corpora- sluggish and I lived in dread of
outlast rd
rest%
flow
to
harsh
an
to
the
addict
due
insufficient
distress
becoming
They feature extra-capacity frozen food storage
tion is organized on a non-profit
num. Allasiately'Whim
laxatives I had to take. My arms of digestive juices in the stomach,.
no
profit
private
or
and
basis,
space, magic 5-way shelves for extra room,
don.
act an do
to koraallo *5.
al pecuniary gain shall be derived and shoulder muscles ached and loss of appetite, Vitamin B-1 dealas sad moss
nasondortablo woe.
over-size Vegetable Crispers, dry storage bins,
lms
tome of lisladdar lrAp
tna
therefrom, said corporation be- I suffered terrible gas pains in ficiency and constipation. There
Seed ter free,
sample TODAY!
no
one
is
accept
my
Retonga;
after
only
stomach
almost
every
the trouble-free Polarsphere sealed power unit,
Lilo thousands at grams yooltAre idad ing for the benefit of the commeal. I couldn't help worrying. substitute. Retonga may be obthat you Aid. Send name nod address to
All
earnings
generally.
munity
and a host of other Kelvinator advances. Come
D•pnrtaisat I, IlLthaor & Co.. 5p,Soo
"Retonga promptly brought me tained at Dawscm's Drug Store.
MS,Standard. Comas afar Unita& iced from the operation and business
—Adv.
a few
relief.
Within
glorious
in today— and see why you get the Best Things
of said corporation shall be reFirst, when you get Kelvinator!
turned to it for the further object of carrying out the purpose
of said corporation as hereinabove detailed.
Article V.
This corporation shall have no
stockholders and shall issue no
shares of stock.
Article VI.
This corporation shall corn-

Drive For Funds

For Sale
$6,800

$5,500
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New Kelvinator Dealer

IS GETTING UP NIGHTS
GETTING YOU DOWN?

Perhaps you're p alining to have a change made
in your listing in the new book. In that case,
please tell us now so you will be listed correctly.
Many details are involved in prepdring a telephone directory. So any advance notice you can
give us of changes in listings will be appreciated.

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
IN cos FOR ATED

h-Lraa

ez

*GREATER
In Dearly

INJURED?
Are New
Vacation
Clothes

Friday
and
Saturday
Only!

*GREATER
In Dependability
weat.e.e—wwtrallk:

lit Extra Valve

Hord
to Get?

Shank handle garden hoe

88¢

If you own property you
know the responsibility
that go with it.

2-inch polished blade hoe
1
6/

$1.18

3-tine 4-foot hay fork

$1.07

2-foot hay fork
1
3-tine 4/

$1.12

2-foot header fork
/
4-tine 41

$1.72

Of course! But don't let that stop youl Just send your summer

Not the least of theme is
your liability for injuries
suffered by the general
public while on your
premises.

wardrobe to us. We'll clean and process your clothes of last
season... give them that fresh put-of-a-bandbox look. Then start

Public Liability Insurance
is the answer to this deft.
nite danger.

your vacation with a "revitalized" wardrobe of summer wearables!

Do you carry it?

Bodenhamer's

John E.Young
Insurance Agency
PHONE 25

2-foot manure fork
/
4-tIne 41

*GREATER

•

$1.85

Western Auto
Associate Store
Home-Owned and Operated by

JOE P. WILCOX
PIIINCETON

4
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pton-Littlepage

Sunday Visors

Fredon

ia W.M.S.
Visitors in the home of
Birthday Celebration
Mr.
The Ladies Missionary Society
and Mrs. E. C. Word here
The 78th birthday of Mrs. B.
Sunof the First Presbyterian Church
day were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Loyd Smith, of Oklahoma
John
J. Brown was celebrated Sunday,
met at the home of Mrs. J. B.
Hart and children; Mr. and
City, and Children, Leona Ann,
Mr. and Mrs, Kermit Hill,
Mrs.
Sory and Miss Dora Young.
May 26, at the home of her
Hice Hart and children; Mr.
and Loyd, Jr., and Lester are visit- Nine members were present. Fredonia, on the birth of a daughter, Mrs.
J. D. Oliver,
Mrs. Ovid Hart and children ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
daughter, Wanda Lanett, May 4.
;
Miss Imogene Wigginton led the
Farmersville.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Foy, of
•
J.
•
D.
•
Lester,
E.
Market
street. program entitled, "Women BeMayPresent were Mr. and Mrs
field; Mr. and Mrs. G. W.
Mrs. J. E. Mann and son, Car- long Together in Work
Mr. and Mrs. James W. Russell,
Foy
of the
Gordon Brown and children,
and little daughter, Paula
ter
Garrett,
Baldwin Avenue, on the birth of
left Sunday for De- Kingdom."
Sue;
Marlene and Bob; Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Dora Williamson and
monY.
Mrs. catur, Ill. They were accomMrs. Cecil Brasher led the a• daughter, Lawyana Dean, May 7. Paul Rowland
and children,
Mrs.
Mr.
were
Jewell
and
ttendants
Creasey and little son.
panied to Fairfield, Ill. by Mr. devotional.
Gloria, Doris, Betty, Judy Brenda
Coolidge Dam, Ariz.,
Ayers,
and
Mrs.
Louard
Egbert.
Mrs.
j.
and Ben; Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Mann and son have been visitMr. E. W. Hughes, Phoenix.
Gray; Mr. and Mrs. Allen CriAttend Wedding
Littlepage has been a Farmersville Sewing Circle ing her parents, Mr. and
Mrs.
der; Mrs. Kirby Paris and sons,
Me s dames Bernice Davis,
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WHITE MOCCASINS

$5.95

these cool, delightfully designed
play suits. You will find just what

As you've been asking for
your specs...with strops and
bars heel...so simple
ond so smart...of white suodo with
brown leather tae and heel.

Give walls, woodwork,
furniture heautibil now
color with this high.
gloss. I -coal enamel:
Use Enameloid,too,for,
outside woodwork and'
doors, porches and;
automobiles.
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Dairying Profitable
William Wintsch of Hart councows and
ty has been milking 20
selling cream. This is his report
year
for the first quarter of the
W.
as told to Farm Agent Free
and
y
Februar
January,
Wallace:
March, cream sold $1,012, sub-

Mixture Effective
In Control Of Ants

in Vets'Trainin

4

Kentucky ranks eighth highest
among all the states for on-thejob training for veterans, Mr.
Madden, Veterans Representa't tive for Kentuckyoztated. Kentucky is only exceeded by Massachusetts, California, Florida,
Ohio, Oklahoma, Minnesota and
Texas for the number of veterans now taking on-the-job and
apprentice training.
The on-the-job training program has its legal basis in Tile
II, Part VIII of Public Law 348
which states that "The term educational or training institutions
Includes . . . business or other
establishments providing apprentice or other training on the
job." Although the law was passed in June, 1944, it was some
time before mere igne ereccerlevelopment of this program in
,
1 ' Kentucky.
Unlike educational and institu1
.
tional training provided in the
t4"1 G.I. Bill which is carefully spelled out,-the on-the-job training
,:
11, program is barely mentioned. As
'L • 'a result, Mr. Madden pointed
out, this program floundered
,•
,1 and then gradually began to find
its way through a process of
,! trial and error.
There are ajToximately 175,;I
000 veterans receiving training
•

1

Ants in lawns, fields and gardens can be controlled with a
concentrated pyrethrum product
now on the market, according to
W. A. Price, head of the department of entomology and botany
at the Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station. The preparation contains 2 percent pyrethrum in a vegetable oil soap.
The recommended dosage is at
the rate of one tablespoonful to
a gallon of water. A gallon is
sufficient for a hill 12 inches in
diameter and not more than one
or two inches high. For larger
or smaller mounds the amount
of the mixture should be gauged
accordingly. The treatment is
immediately effective and will
not injure grass.

sidy check $344, cost of f
$658 not including hay and so
corn grown on the farm, net 1,,,
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gallons of milk daily end,
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Pepsi-Cola Company,Long Islandeity,N.Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Comp
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Enjoy your car to the fullest.
Men trained to keep vehicles
of war in top-notch condition
are here now ready to service
your car for summer driving.

HODGE'S SERVICE STATION
NORTH COURT SQUARE
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The projected Yangtze River
dam in China will irrigate 10,000,000 acres and provide triple
the power of Boulder, Grand
Coulee and Shasta dams comthroughout the nation at present
and it is anticipated that this
amount will increase materially
as labor conditions become more
normal. Madden also stated that
Kentucky ranks sixteenth among
the states for the highest percentage of veterans placed to
the number of total males placed
during the past month.

rind

railroad travelers
— Thousands of commuters and other
RAIL TRAVELERS STRANDED BY STRIKE AT GRAND CEN TRAL
(AP Wirephoto)
(EST)
P.M.
4
at
arrived
deadline
railroad strike
stand in Grand Central Station in New York, stranded as the
In China, the name of Santa
laus is Lau Khoong, which
eans nice old father.
in Florida
school
umpire
An
By Rowland Evans, Jr.
claims the full-time attention of
Washington — Doctor, lawyer,
several veterans who want to get
I
•
merchant, anthropologist, blues •
the word on how to call 'em
One VA regional office reports
singer, embalmer or practically
that a veteran of the CBI Theater
anything else you may fancy.
Establishment of additional fas who got a lot of practice chasThat's what the veteran is entitled to become with the help of freight service on the Illinois1 ing Japs is now chasing golf
He's in on-the-job trainthe GI Bill of Rights.
Central Railroad from New Or-/ balls.
how to become a
learning
The Veterans Administration
ing
ed
announc
leans to Chicago is
onal—and getting
professi
golf
(VA) says the profession, calling
by 0. L. Grisamore, freight trafI'm so good, experienced
vocation, "job objective" or whatDesignated NC-4 paid for it!
manager.
fic
and careful behind my wheel
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which
from
outfit
The
have-you hardly exists which a
the new train will leave New
g money in inwants to get his training must that investin
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is
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bill.
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This action materially will imindividual state agencies,
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Right!
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prove
the state board of
meets certain eligibility requireBut how about fog, smoke,
to intermed- usually
also
and
s
terminal
education.
ments one year plus his length
mud and the
slippery
and
Jackson
as
such
points,
VA has worked out a number
of service free, government-sub- iate
Louis,
, Miss., Memphis
"other fellow"?
of safeguards to see that a vetsidized education, up to four Meridian
ville, Ky., and St. Louis. Traf eran gets his just share of eduyears.
Nobody is good enough to
through those gateEx-Joes and Janes have the fic moving
cation. Recently it discovered a lick that combination all the
also
will
beyond
points
to
ways
choice of two methods: First,
concern which had been ap- time.
Freight leaving
they can enroll in "institutional" be speeded up.
proved to teach veterans—how
train
new
the
AND REMEMBER —
training; Second, they can sign New Orleans on
to take nickels out of juke bozes.
Chicago
in
new
Responsibility Laws in
arrives
a.m.
10:30
at
agency
training.
job"
approval
The state
up for "on-thedon't care who's
This give
The first simply means going fifty-one hours later.
acted fast in removing that out- most states
two daily
to blame or why it happened.
to school or college or univer- the Illinois Central
fit from the approved list.
New
They just say, if you 'get insity with tuition and subsistence dispatch freight trains from
volved in an accident, either
Orleans to points north, in addiallowance paid by Uncle Sam.
tes
g
Stimula
Meetin
le
unschedu
carry insurance or the chances
extra
es
its
to
sometim
tion
second,
the
Under
are you'll have your Driver's
Grass Seed Orders
called "earning while you're trains.
Orders for approximately 20.- License suspended.
The establishment of this addilearning," a veteran takes a regular job, gets paid by the outfit tional service, says Mr. Grisa- 000 pounds of Ky. 31 fescue
he's working for and at the more, is part of the Illinois Cen- grass seed were placed by farmsame time receives the subsist- tral's postwar program. It is in ers in western Kentucky and
ence allowance. He is entitled to tended to recognize New Or- Tennessee following a field
meeting 'held at Arvin Bros.'
the allowance until he reaches leans' importance not only as
his "job objective" and gets the port of entry for foreign good farm in Christian county. Wilat
pay of a fully-trained worker.
but also as a leader in domesti liam C. Johnstone, field agent
"The Man With A Plan"
the Kentucky College of AgriOne ambitious ex-serviceman commerce.
111 W. Market St.
culture and Home Economics,
appeared at the VA regional
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 81
fescue
of
stands
that
out
inquire
to
was
phia
pointed
Philadel
coat
in
office
The Prince Albert
prepaless
with
onsecured
an
be
of
,
ies
can
about the possibilit
not named after Prince Albert,
the-job training program which consort of Queen Victoria, bu ration than is necessary for
would make him a full-fledged after Albert, Prince of Wales orchard grass or bluegrass, and
it will thrive under less
lion tamer.
later King Edward VII, wh that
favorable conditions.
VA training officers, not unac- wore this type of coat during
customed to such odd requests, visit to the United States •
Cockroaches are called Croton
called on both the Philadelphia 1860.
bugs because they first became
zoos. pploran Hgrshly,
water
common around in
tuflatelSr, of peftillps foftufiialY,
pipes In New York about 1842,
officials of both zoos said they
when the aqueduct carrying
were not in a position to set up
water from the Croton River
a training program of that
was completed.
nature.
But in almost all instances,
the training program any veteran
wants can be set up.
On-the-job a n d institutional
training programs in which veterans are now engaged run the
ganfut from junior Boy Scout
director to major league baseball
umpire.
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NEW ATOMIC

Under good conditions or bad, your Funk's
"G" Hybrid will produce more and better corn
for you. Under good conditions Funk's "G"
makes the most of the favorable factors to produce record yields.
If you have an unfavorable season, weatherproofed "G" Hybrids are real protection for
you. "Bread to beat the elements," these famous strains actually make some of their best
records when the "breaks" are against them.
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lind Man Is Graduated
ith Highest Honors

farmersyille News

WARNING!

By Sue Brown
Miss Sue Pippin, of Paducah,
visited Miss Allemagne Morse
last week-end.
Mrs. Virgil Watson left Wednesday for a visit with relati•
ves in Detroit.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Jackson left
for Dteroit this week to make
their home.
Mrs. Alga Brown had a birthday dinner Sunday.
A Sewing Club, "The So (Sew)
What?", has had its second meeting in Farmersville. The club has
planned a pound supper for Saturday night. Everyone is invited
to be present and bring a pound
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Kentucky Junior Chamber
Milk distributors everywhere are finding
Implement Co.
plant owners and sponsors.
$9950
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BOTTLE
FAMINE
LOOMS!

Country Market
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Saturday, June 1

existing cond
e alarmstrike has made these conditions still mor
supplies
ing. From present indications, bottle
earnest
will continue to dwindle . . . It is our
ive you
hope that this bottle famine will not depr
.
of all the milk you want

PLEASE
HELP!
disappearing
Thousands of milk bottles are
help!. . .
every day!. .. That's where you can
sure to return
Every time you get a full bottle, be
milkman
an "empty"!. . . Your grocer ... your
every way
... are eager to accommodate you in
to put it in,
they can . . . But without a bottle
to the
they can't supply you milk . . . Response
ptly,"
Prom
rn
Retu
and
milkman's slogan,"Wash
is of vital importance to all.

Princeton Cream & Butter
CompanB.yT. DAUM, Prop.
Phone 161

Casey Farmers Like
Brown Swiss Cattle

Trogen, Swiizerland — (IP) —
From a beginning made in 19ations of a village to shelFound
44, Brown Swiss cattle are rapidorphans from various dev350
ter
ly growing in popularity in astated European countries were
to
county, according
Casey
laid recently on an eleven acre
County Agent J. Stanley Howard. tract near Trogen, in the mounThere now are 55 purebreds in tainous eastern part of Switzerthe county and at least 200 half- land.
d,
bloods, most of them big, rugge
The first 15 dwellings will be
te
straight-legged animals, despi
built in Swiss farm style, surtheir scrub mothers.
rounded by orchards and pasHoward tells how Mr. and tures. Three to five houses will
Mrs. Herschel Wesley in May, be grouped to form a community
s
1944, brought in a Brown Swis where the children will be inOhio
two-year-old heifer from
by Swiss and foreign
con- structed
at a cost of $295. That was
ers.
teach
time.
sidered a big price at that
The children's village was
ced a
In August, 1944, she produ
d Pestalozzi, after the faname
says
heifer calf which Howard
mous Swiss educator who died
now is worth $250.
ds in 1827.
The cow milked 9,800 poun
of
ds
of milk containing 483 poun
It is estimated that 7.6 pints
cing
butterfat in her first produ
fluid milk are consumed
of
she
year. In September, 1945,
ly per capita in the United
week
h was
produced a bull calf whic
s; 7.17 in Canada; 5.2 in
State
Chandler
sold this spring to Gus
United Kingdom; 5 in New
the
It
$225.
of Rockcastle county for
4 in Australia.
six Zealand; and
weighed 600 pounds when
•
months old.

There will be pies,
cakes, dressed chickens,
etc.
Benefit of the
New Hospital

can
Cameras without lenses
make excellent pictures.
e has
A motor-driven devic
book
turn
to
oped
devel
been
pages for crippled veterans.
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Up Goes Your Hair For Summer
Call

Vivian's Beauty Shop
Phone 16-W

Switzerland Builds
Children's Village

Kentucky

Princeton,

just right up-do for
For that flattering, cool and
Make an appointthe new open crown hats.
styled in a new
ment today to have your hair

'het°
Cake stake-Up
BY LENTHERIC
For the new fashipn in
faces ... the under-glow of
LENTHkatc's day-long complexion finish. In light, medium, tan, to complement the
skin-tone of your favorite
"Soft-Focus" face powder.
Presented in a sleek black
case of plastic decorated with
turquoise script.
$1.50 pits, tax

Hair-do.
ed.
— All permanents guarante
We feature Cold Waves
a specialty.
Hair-cutting and shaping

Dray
MajorG CO.
DRU

"HopkinsvIlle's Most Complete
Drug Store"

Vivian Baker Dean, and located
(Owned and operated by
over Sears Order Office.)

Ph. 84

,

Cor. 9th & Virginia

185°°
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3-diamond Engage- 56750
ment Ring in smartly
designed mounting.

JEWE

ents as
Use our Divided Payment Plan — Paym
low as $1.25 per week.

THEY'RE. HERE
U.S. Navy Surpluses
Men's Dungarees

50•

Heavy Blue Denim
Sizes 29-35 at special O.P.A. cheap price
MEN'S BLUE Navy Chambray

FATIGUE SHIRTS
Sizes 14 to 151 only

O.P.A. cheap price

pair

*V

each

Men's Navy Shoes
Solid Leather plain toe
Heavy-non-slip sole sizes 6 t° 11

FINKELSFAIR STORE
Wflere Your (?*.. Have More Cents
4
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Although 'the Providence Manufacturing Company has been in
operation only a few weeks,
plans are now being made for
further expansion. Over 80 people are now employed on the
day shift and approximately 30
on the night shift which was
started two weeks ago.
An official of the company
states that additional equipment
will be added within the next
,
I '11 30 days with between 100 and
.ry 125 persons to be employed on
the day shift and possibly 50 to
r 5 on the night shift. The pay1 .
i roll at present exceeds $1,500
.l weekly and this unquestionably
r will be considerably increased
‘
1r during the coming months.
Many of the people employed
4" today were experienced seam-.
I
, ptresses and a training program
as been installed so that all
1. '
tre
iris or women can be taught
, airly quickly to sew plastic
terns. Several ranges of qualit
11'1.
''. cation rates have increased the
,1; age scale and it is stated that
Irthe firm plans to keep increasing
I ttthese rates as operations are in•:creased.
Quite a variety of plastic items
!are being manufactured in the
7. '' Providence plant, all of which
1' are sold to the Sc and 10c stores
t I 4: land larger department stores,

I

•

Homemakers News

Warsaw — (11) — Food and
clothing from the American Red
Cross originally intended for
prisoners of war now are reaching the needy in Poland. Donald
Castleberry of Minneapolis, director, said the American Red
Cross mission in Poland was concentrating upon supplying medical goods and assistance to hospitals. Castleberry said that 1,300,000 items of clothing would
be distributed to the poor.
such as Woolworth, Grant, Neisner, Butler Bros., Sears-Roebuck, etc.
Shower curtains represented
the first manufacturing effort
but the firm is now making window curtains, cottage curtains,
various types of plastic aprons,
shoulder and garment covers,
baby crib covers, etc. It is also
planned to manufacture a variety
utility specialof househol
ities soon. Inigieci will be-tteyeral new developments originated
for use in the automotive
industry.
The Providence plant is a
branch of one of the largest
manufacturers of fabricated plastic items in the country today.
There has been a shortage of
plastic materials but the firm
has been able to acquire a continued supply and officials feel
certain of constant and continuous operation.
(Providence Enterprise-Journal)

! I

r,

ers, L. B. Sims, Ferd Wadington, Eugene Parker, W. K. Crawford, J. A. Reese, Lloyd Beck,
George Martin, Jr., Clyde Wood,
Otter Pond
The Otter Pond Homemakers' and Misses Robbie Sims, Stella
club met with Mrs. Ray Martin and Yvonne Reese.
May 21 for their regular month- Farmersville Homemakers
ly meeting. The lesson was on
"Worked Buttonholes", with Mrs. Organize
Fifteen members enrolled in
H. C. McConnell as instructor.
Homemakers'
Everyone present made a but- the Farmersville
Club at their organization meettonhole during the session.
Reports on Argentina and ing, held Wednesday afternoon
D. Asher
Chile were given by Mrs. L. B. at the home of Mrs. J.
Mrs.
Calvert.
Fannie
Miss
Crawford.
and
Sims and Mrs. W. K.
demonstration
The recreation program, given Lloyd Beck, home
of
by Mrs. Roy Martin, consisted agent, explained the program
the County Homemakers' Assoof a game and songs.
The club adjourned to meet ciation.
Mrs. Lillard Watson was choswith Mrs. Guy Shoulders in
en president; Mrs. R. T. ThomJune.
John R.
A new member was added to son, vice-president; Mrs.
McDowell, secretary - treasurer.
the roll.
MesThose present to enjoy the Leaders appointed included
Hinafternoon were as follows: Mes- dames Virgil Watson, Noah
McDowell,
dames W. P. Crawford, Albert kle Baker, John R.
Fannie
Hartigan, Tom Lewis, Ray Mar- J. D. Asher, and Miss
adjourned
group
The
Calvert.
Homer
McConnell,
Claude
tin,
L. B.
Mitchell, Jim Neal, Guy Should- to meet in June with Mrs.

TIME

Hundreds of thousands of poultry raisers in all parts of the
U. S. find that Russell's KORUM, when used in chicks drinking
water helps keep chicks regular.
KORUM, a combination of several drugs, acts as a mild laxative and astringent. Aids in dissolving mucous and toxic slimes
in the digestive and intestinal tracts. Can be safely used in any
Mad of fountain.
To get beet results start using KORUM with chicks or peeks
eit as early an age as possible. KORUM is economical to use—
osiy one tablespoonful to each gallon of drinking water. A pint
bottle treats 600 chicks 2 weeks.
RUSSELL'S KORUM is sold in 4 sizes. Pinta, $1.00; Quarts,
75; Half-Gallon, $13.00; Gallons, $5.00.

Koran Helps Keep Them Regular

The first woman senator
McChesney.
Mesdames Dema Watson, J. D. Mrs. Rebecca Felton of
Asher, R. L. Asher, Noah Hinkle why served one day in ta2z
Baker, John R. McDowell, Virgil
Watson, Hewlett McDowell, HenMcChesry B. Hlllyard, L. B.
ney, Lillard Watson, Etna McNeely, R. T. Thomson, Ted McNeely, Misses 011ie Asher, Fannie Calvert were enrolled as
members. Miss Marlene Brown
was a guest.
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Los Angeles police patrol cars
now use sound movie equipment
to make records of automobile
accidents.
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BABY WASN'T PRETTY —Mrs. Marjorie Ashe, who left her
9-day-old son in a hospital at Chicago because he was not a
"sweet and pretty little boy," is reunited with her husband at
Burlington, Iowa. Mrs. Ashe wrote that "she couldn't bear to
think of taking him (the baby) home and showing him to everyone." The husband, James, said his wife had been 1.11. (AP Photo)
Used Cars In Britain

Pacific Islanders

Higher Than New Ones
London—(1P)—Secondhand automobile dealers are making fortunes in a buying spree of motor-starved Britons willing to
buy slightly used 1946 automobiles for the equivalent of $4,000 to $5,000—nearly double the
list prices for new cars.
Black market conditions were
reported in some dealers' circles because of the rush of buyers offering high premiums to
avoid waiting six months to a
year for delivery at ordinary list,
prices.

Train For Medicine
Honolulu —VP)— Twenty - one
young natives of Guam, Rota,
American Samoa and the Marshall Islands are being trained
here by the Navy for medical
work among their own people.
They are enrolled in a fouryear medical course at the Native
Medical Practitioners' School established by the Navy Military
Government and headed by Capt.
Richard H. Fletcher, MC, USNR,
of Spokane.

Fines For Not Voting
Catarmaca, Argentina— (R) —
Citizens who couldn't get worked
up enough about politics to vote
in the recent election are going
to be sorry-52.40 worth of regrets. Porvincial authorities have
opened legal proceedings against
4,800 of them under the provisions of a law making voting
compulsory.

Grazes 27 Cattle

On Rebuilt Field
J. M. Neal of Graves county
has a 25-acre field of orchard
grass, korean and redtop which
is pasturing 27 head of dairy
cattle and still the orchard grass
is making good growth, he told
Farm Agent Wilson R. Hoover.
The field was seeded in the fall
of 1936 after it had been terrancIn the Middle Ages, beer was
ed, limed and phosphated at the the chief breakfast drink.
rate of 200 pounds of triplephosphate to the acre. Since
that time, it has had two more
applications of phosphate. There
are few weeds in the field.

lelefsiptdolic samaanciiarytt4 peace and l'eautifr
a kailude 4 4edped and
40044 ia the dead, a coasta‘tidoevice4iospplation
. ...
to die
Copyright American Monument Association, Inc.

John Davis & Son
Owned and operated by Keeney Bros.
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 96

Some women like their print dresses in vibrant color
and bold design, like these rayon jerseys. Other women
prefer them cool and shadowy, like our graceful rayon
sheers. Gay or calm, these prints are charming! 9-44.
PASTEL CLASSICS

COTTON EYELETS

We have a limited number of these refrigerators on sale,
so come in and make your selection now.
See the added features of the
tor:
•Trigger release on trays

•Handy Flat Top

•Convenient door handle

•Dry or Moist Cold Storage

rid and Cube release

•Dew-Action Fresheners

ewtone Finish

•Porcelain Interior

Two plain grids and separator in dessert tray—may also be
„for freezing ice cubes.

used

your friends to come to
17e7ucky this summer. It's a
IN3
fair land, where old - fashioned
courtesy and the art of gracious living
have not been forgotten.
Let them meet Kentucky's neighborly people. Let them feast their eyes
on Kentucky's glorious vista,. .. its
wooded mountains, rolling meadows,
sparkling streams ...from die Pennyrile to the Big Sandy, from Cumberland Gap to the Ohio. Invite them to
visit Kentucky's historic places ... its
Lincoln and Davis Memorials, Port

Harrod, its state and national parks
... its Mammoth Cave and Cumberland Falls and famous stock farms.
Review for them the work of Kentucky's pioneer men and women who
shaped a commonwealth out of a wilderness, and cite the deeds of its leaders
who helped to make this nation great.
Then,point out to them die evidence
of the forward looking spirit that pervades post-war Kentucky. Show them
our new schools and churches, our new
parks and playgrounds, our new plants
and factories.

There is no ruler advertiser for •
State than the satisfied visitor who looks
forward to corning again--who perhaps plans his next visit even
before he
leaves. Whether he goes home with
the
feeling that a vacant lot is an
eyesore
or a good site for some
proiressive
business is largely up to you.
Mtsc.h of
what he sees will be through your
eyes.
Cooperate with your
conununirr
planning committee. Help it
snake
your city a garden spot for
visiting
eyes by beautifying the town
ap.
proaches, by making yours the
clean-

est and prettiest in the
whole state.
It is thus that we shall spread
goodwill and show our desire to glow. We
must all work together to
bring to
Kentucky more and more job
-making,
tax-paying
industries, and to build up
the tourist business. Kentucky HAS
what it takes. Let's all do
our part in
developing a greater state.
Kentucky and its people can depend
on our
Company, our Industrial Department and our entire organization
of 1100 men and
women to help 'in
every practical way.

"C.
Th.
Theft
'hie we
t Your
will
the
Tioliets

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

its work for typewriter to do this weekly
all the rest of
general betterment of the column I called up Carl Vincent,
the
overlooked, the Corn- Henderson county superintendent,
state were
for Kentucky's part in and asked him. what had been
tax law done by the school board.
etting the rural school
cents
"The term for rural grade
revised upward from 75
on the $100 worth of assessed schools has been increased from
would justify 7 to 9 months," Vincent replied.
propertY to $1.50
dozen tunes the organization's "Grade schools will have the
existence. A salute to the 1946 same term the rural high schools
have. The board lifted the tax
Kentucky legislature!
in its recom- rate from 75 cents to $1.25."
Committee,
The
Hopkins is another county
ndations in Dr. Maurice F.
booklet on down our way that has increasay's sensational
entucky's educational system, ed the term of rural grade
-months term as a schools to nine months.
t a nine
for all the rural schools in, In the near future I'll get a
complete check-up on the state
•e state.
om State Superintendent J.
A 9 months term in all of the
• ote rural counties is a little Fred Williams.
In their book, "Unfinished
much to expect for the 1946school year, but progress to Business in American Education,"
more than Drs. J. K. Worton and Eugene
te indicates that
the counties will achieve S. Lawler, of Columbia and
t all friends of better schools Northwestern Universities, recountry children have been spectively, say there are 3,000,000 adults in this country who
ing for these many years.
Just before sitting down to a have never gone to school a

Just received a shipment of
FERTILIZER
2-12-6 Fertilizer
3-9-6 Fertilizer
Ammonium Nitrate
Nitrate of Soda

Says GI Rush To
College Is Best
Sign On Horizon

Modern life with its hurry and worry,
osatZigintand
ro per r.
niar habit., onfig:z
d
es.
th
idrr
Infecirsk
tion—throw, heavy strain on the work
of the kidney.. They are apt to be.come
over-taxed an fail to filter excels. acid
and other impurities from the Ills-giving
blood.
You may suffer nesting backache,
headache. dizziness, setting up nights.
leg pains, swelling—fed constantly
tire& nervous. all worn out. Other signs
key or bladder disorder are someof
times burning. scanty or too frequent
urination,

GUARANTEED

Try Does'. Pala. Dose's help the
Iddaeys to pass oft harmful *Amos body
kelt•
weak& They have had more than
of public approval. Are meow.
hy aretatel caws everywhere.
Asa pew isoVhberi
-•
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Twelve farmers in southern
Todd county who have kept
farm records over a period of
years reported a drop in net incomes last year compared to incomes in 1944 and 1943. From
farms averaging 240 tillable
acres, incomes last year averaged $2,460 after paying expenses
and allowing 5 percent interest
on total investment. This figure
also includes house rent and
home-produced food. Incomes of
the same farmers averaged $2,800 in 1944 and 03,100 in 1943.
Partial failure of both wheat

Although the overflow enrollment in American colleges is
causing many a headache among
collegiate registrars, the back-to
school movement now underway
Is the most encouraging sign on
this country's horizon, in the
opinion of Dr. John J. Tigert,
President of the University of
Florida.
Dr. Tigert said in an interview
the rush by veterans to get an
education may be the path out
of this age of problems.
"You know, we're facing tremendous 'social and human proglems," he said, "problems of
citizenship . . . problems of labor and management . . . problems of preserving liberty . . .
and the biggest problem of all,
that of.presery.ing the peace.
is war
"Those who fought
are the ones who are going to
run this country. They must
formHERO GETS LICENSE — Capt. Louis Zamperini
work out a lasting program of
er University of Southern California track star who survived peace. This they can't do unless
47 days on a life raft in the Pacific after his bomber crashed, they understand all the implicaand Cynthia Applewhite, 20, of Miami, Fla., obtain a marriage tions involved.
license at Los Angeles, Calif. They said they would marry by
"The fact that so many vetFall, or sooner. (AP Wirephoto)
erans are going to college to get
knowledge is hopeful—very hopeday in their lives. Kentucky has
ful."
in
only
Arkansas
to
second
been
The University of Florida, like
producing illiterates. As I have
and colleges all over
universities
reported before, 22 percent of
the country, is teeming with vetthe children from 6 to 17 in
2,000 of ,its 3,Dr. H. L. Donovan, president erans. More than
Kentucky are not enrolled in
are ex-GI's.
any school. And this shocking of the University of Kentucky, 400 students
"And they are the best stucondition is not limited to rural will welcome approximately 1,we ever had," Dr. Tigert
dents
schools in remote sections of the 000 4-H club boys and girls when
emphatically.
state. Towns and cities are fail- they meet on the campus June 11 declared
He believes that about 90 pering to enforce the compulsory to 14 for the 23d annual Junior
who enroll will
Week. First begun in 1920, this cent of those
attendance law.
courses and reWith the taxpayers putting up educational a n d inspirational complete their
degrees.
ceive
more money for education in event will be resumed following
The biggest problem confrontthe next fiscal year better work an interval of four years.
colleges, Dr. Tigert
on the part of superintendents
Two of the officers who will ing American
of securing a
and teachers will be demanded. preside at business sessions of believes, is that
staff of teachers. He
And demanding better school for the Kentucky Association of 4-H qualified
that General Bradley
their money means they will get Clubs have seen military ser- pointed out
there will be 750,estimated
has
them. This will be a result of vice since their election in 1942.
next fall—comthe general awakening in Ken- Released from service with the 000 in college
250,000 there now.
tucky.
Seventh Army in Italy .and pared to the
asks, are the schools
In the past public interest in France, Charles Hatcher, presi- Where, he
trained teachers to
elementary education has been dent, has returned to Campbell going to find
vast number of
this
instruct
even lower than the general county where he is farming with
average of our schools, if there his father. John Christian, vice- students?
Dr. Tigert feels that the United
is a difference.
president, now a minister at
the "foolish virgins"
Maybe the helpful organiza- Trenton, Ky., was a chaplain in States were
because the U. S.
tion that, everybody knows a- the Navy. Secretary of the asso- during the war,
emptied its
bout in Kentucky education may ciation is Miss Lucy Byrd Oliver, all but dried up and
schools.
graduate
be changed to Parent-Taxpayer- a home economics senior at the
"Russia never drafted those
Teachers Association.
university.
be teachers," he asFrom a recent check of apDean Thomas P. Cooper of the studying to
failed to look
proximately two-thirds of Ken- College of Agriculture and Home serted, "but we
almost impossible to
tucky papers at least 76 are Economics will appear on the ahead. It's
now who can teach
running the WAKE UP KEN- four-day program as will other find a teacher
engineering."
TUCKY column which was start- members of his staff. Out-of-state chemistry and
ed last January. This is an in- speakers include: Miss Iris Davdication that Kentucky editors enport, women's editor of South- Test Williams Cane
and Kentuckians are truly in- ern Agriculturist, who will talk
A dozen Morgan county farmterested in the movement for on etiquette problems; W. D.
ers are cooperating with County
the improvement of the general Hemker, Westinghouse Electric
Agent Charlie Dixon in testing
welfare of all of Kentucky. I Corporation, and E. R. Murphy,
the Williams variety of sorghum
congratulate Kentucky's editors Kentucky •Utilities, will discuss
cane. Farmers who tried growfor the part they are doing in uses of electricity on the farm;
ing Williams cane in recent years
Safety
helping to achieve this goal.
National
Nicol,
J.
M.
found it superior to local kinds
Council, will instruct in prevenin the amount and quality of
Pullets begin laying eggs when tion of accidents; E. H. Regnier, molasses produced. Dixon thinks
assistant professor of rural socioabout six months old.
this new variety may be worth
logy at the University of Illinois,
thousands of dollars to molasses
will demonstrate ways to save
producers.
wheat. Singing will be led by
George Campbell of Cincinnati
Australia harvests about 13,and outstanding ministers of
wheatland each
Lexington will be guest speakers 000,000 acres of
year for an average yield of
day.
each
vespers
at
May Warn of Disordered
some 150,000,000 bushels.
Kidney Action

SETTER THAN ALL SOAPS
SOAP FLAKES AND POWDERS
For se&shin* dishes,glassware, cooking utensils,silks,
nyons, hosiery. woodwork, doors ... 50 home uses!
YOUR GROCER HAS IT NOW!

South

Farm Income Off
In Todd County

The Famous
The Secluded Relidential Section—On

Virginia Avenue

Ill

Homemakers Offset
2lothing Shortage

• •••
NATIONAL
Homemakers in Campbell counLIFE AND
ACCIDENT
ty are solving the clothing short,
5,11:11.041".
age in a practical way. Members
of five clubs cleaned and oiled
69 sewing machines, made 281
new garments, repaired 500,
made 25 hats, remodeled 49 and
made 97 accessories.
From feed sacks and from
scrap materials, members of 10
clubs made 81 aprons, 42 pillow
cases, 148 towels, four sheets, from functional periodic pain
four card table saddles, 17 pairs
Cardul ts a liquid medicine which
of draperies, 20 pairs of curtains,
many women say nu brought relief
from kbe cramp-like agony and ner41 pot holders, 39 dresses and 42
vous strain of functional periodic,
luncheon sets.
distress. Bare's bow It May MP:
4 Taken like a tonic.
From ideas and patterns reIt should etimulste
appetite, aid digesceived in a gift-suggestions lestion! thus help build reson, were made 397 aprons, 240
sistance for the "time"
to come.
stuffed animals, 11 dolls, 25 dust
00KPk Started 3 dare bemits, 23 pairs of croched bedINTO
fore "your time", II
should help relieve
room slippers, and 20 pairs of
pain due to purely funchelp
tional periodic causes.
ear rings. More than 100 candles
Try Cardut If it helps, yes%
were molded from candle ends.
be glad you did.

How women and girls
ntay get wanted relipf

Is your car, truck or tractor radiator heating or leaking?
If so, don't punish your
trickier. further.,. Let -us clean
and repair it the modern wei:

and tobacco crops largely accounted foi the reduced profits,
County Agent
to
according
Stuart Brabant. Due to the Hessian fly and rust, wheat produced about 12 bushels to the
acre last year, compared to twice
that yield in 1944. Corn, however, produced 37 bushels to the
acre last year against 27 bushels
In 1944. Farmers had more corn
and hay on March 1 this yedr
than on the same date in previous years.
Mr. Brabant calls attention to

the amount of capital required
to operate these farms. For each
tillable acre there was an average investment of $34 in machinery, stock, feed and supplies.
The average land valuation per
tillable acre was $78.
Bitumen is the word and
Romans applied to the var
hydrocarbons.

NOME REPAIRS

i.04.
11 you wish to fix up your
home—inside or outside—see
us for the money you need.
We advance cash for all
kinds of home repairs and improotraroniw• Convenient repayment tonal. Prompt service.

•

Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottingar, Mgr.
Princeton, Kentucky

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

KENIKKIANA

F

!

Farm Wives!

Farm Fore:torsi

Enter Now!
1946 HOME and FARM
IMPROVEMENT CAMPAIGN
for both farm men and farm women who have
made the greatest progress in 1946 over their 1945
farm program—in management, production and
home improvement.
1st Grand Prize
2nd Grand Prize
3rd Grand Prize
4th Grand Prize _______
5th Grand Prize
54 Kentucky District Prises
6 Indiana District Prizes

$300
--5250

$200
5100
Each $50
Each $30

Write today for the booklet and upon** men's
and women s questionnaires, to,
The Home and Farm Improvement Campaign,
The Courier-journal, The Louisville Times,
Radio Station WHAS, Louisville 2, Ky.

Oil Was used in Bavaria for
medicinal purposes as early as
1436.

for farm foresters who have shown Hes greatest
progress is 1946 over 1945 in we of their
woodlands.

Prizes—Frs. Cask—Furniture—Capital

Prisee—Living

Room

Suite—Government

Bond.

Hundreds

of

Development In The History of

Worth of Cash and Other Outstanding Gifts. Just Ile Present. The Greatest
Wealth. Churches, Schools and Opportunity
Me. The Garden Spot of Kentucky. A City of Progress and
Support and Cooperation In
We Thank The People of Hoskin's !Ile and Christian County For Their Loyal
Heights On Tuesday,

Virginia
Intl This Worthy Cause. Make Your Plane Now To Moot Your Friends AtLocation
On Sunday Afternoon.
• Got Your Ticket* In Early. Parking Space For All See This Matchless
Desirable Lots to Cit every puree. Own
tatives will be there at all time, to give you tickets. We have
Lots In the most Choice Section of the City. Every Parcel, Ivory Lot will be Deeded.
Surprise Gifts
Your Tickets for the Grand priseo—Free to all White People—A City within Iteelf---Speclal Deep Lots.
Laii,es—Over MOO rest of PM* Streets Dedicated to the Public forever. Wide Streets and
Rain On 4th
Heavy
Of
can be affIlitged with Bankable Notv. Property has Abstract to Data. In Event
HI Se On Wad., Juno 5th At same Time-1:00 P.M.
Selo

lit

CernOlet• Ch•rge of the

Nationally

Known

Carter
K•„„isky_ Realty Auction Co.

The South—"We Sell The Earth"—A
The Strongest Land Auction Firm In
us
with more than 25 years In the lead. Call or see
gelesneen
and
Auotterwers
itiorreloneett
"and
In
and Sone, A. L. Sloan,
1"
Local Head Quarters New Carteret Hotel, Hopkinevilit Kentucky. Col. C. M. Carter.
Itlielheart, Woodward, Vickers, tarreultsm an Others.

Although the war is over Uncle Sam
needs waste greases for many uses. So keep
saving grease, anti call b your dead stock
to the KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS.

Writs today for the booklet and questionnaire, I*
The Tom Wallace Forestry Award
The Courier-journal, The Louisville Thew.
Radio Station WHAS, Louisville 2„ Ky.

We will remove all dead stock promptly and

atilt grottritr-Aonrnall
THE LOUISVILLE TIMES

Radio Station WHAS

GDRirs *
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$ Rail Strike Ends
As Truman Proves
Ji Strength In Crisis
President Wins Great
Personal Victory As
Leaders Of Unions
Surrender
(ey Associated Press)

Food Shortage Cancels
Methodist Men's Meeting
Officials of the Methodist
Men's Club have announced the
regular May dinner meeting
will not be held this month because of the food shortages. The
next meeting will be held
June 28.

CPA Approves Second
Hospital For Owensboro
Approval of plans for construction of a $350,000 hospital in
Owensboro has been granted the
Sisters of Mercy by the Civilian
Production Administration, according to word received by Bishop Francis R. Cotton of the
Diocese of Owensboro.

Washington, (W)—Many Senate
Republicans lined up against
President 'Truman's strike-draft
proposal Tuesday night, and it
was reported that two Democratic senators had appealed personally to the Chief Executive
to withdraw the request if the
While legislators howled their
coal strike is settled soon.
approval for that, Senate Secrea
'•
tary Leslie Riffle leaned over
Washington — The railroad
I V ic
and whispered to the Chief Exestrike ended suddenly Saturday
wa
only minutes before President cutive.
• ilu
action "Word has just been received.,"
•t,' ith, Truman asked, and•got,
on legislation to permit drafting he said, that the rail strike has
*
icre of men for industrial emergen:41 '
been settled on terms proposed
penalizing strikes
cies an d
,, iKec against government-siezed pro- by the government."
That produced another treperties.
' 111-0
The measure, Mr. Truman mendous outburst.
.
The basis of agreement was a
l'anc told the lawmakers, is "necessary
the preservation of our gov- compromise plan Mr. Truman
'
i t 1....s. for
himself had offered. It provides
ernment."
'ki•
The House responded with an for a pay raise of 16 cents an
exceptional burst of speed, pas- hour retroactive to Jan. 1, an
A
2 cents ef/
sing and sending to the Senate additional boost of 21
,I;
' exactly what the President fective May 22, when the strike
began, and no change in workasked.
"
So far as the rail walkout was ing rules for a year.
The settlement was completed
concerned the legislation no longs0 ,
er was needed. Representatives three minutes before the 4 p.m.,
of the carriers and two striking EST, deadline the President had
.
„
;
t
unions— engineers and trainmen set for strikers to give in. Other/4 .
—signed at a down town hotel wise, he said, he would use
4an agreement halting the strike. troops to run and protect trains.
Soldiers were standing by at
1
Mr. Truman announced to a
widely whooping Congress that railroad centers to do just that,
Mr. Truman, however, had won
the strike was over. Grim, unsmiling, he interupted an address a personal victory in the calling
to a joint Senate-House session off of the strike. It took tremendous pressure to achieve it.
at the point where he said:
Friday night he carried the
"I request the Congress immediately to authorize the Presi- case to the country in a radio
dent to draft into the armed address. Saturday he put it UP
0 U. forces of the United States all to Congress. Each time he held
, wai workers who are on strike out a threat of the use of troops
i
if the strikes did not cease.
against their government."
!; ativ

1

4

kizu
,
[ at •
on],
'bott
1
$1-7'•
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Frozen Food Lockers
Additional lockers are being provided. We
suggest that you make reservation for one now.
The supply is limited.

$15
Drawer type — rental per year
Door type — rental per year
$12.50

Cummins Frozen Food Lockers
Tel. 344

Soil District To
Have Office In
Courthouse Here
Will Have Demonstrators
In Every Community
To Distribute Work,
Spread Influence

Gregory Files His
Renomination Papers

CLASSIFIED ADS

Frankfort, (2)—J. Noble Gre- FOR SALE—Baby buggy; good
condition; also nursery chair.
gory, Mayfield Democrat, filed
ltp
Phane 227.
his declaration here Monday, for
renomination to Congress in the
WANTS ' women to serFirst District. His papers were AVON
customers in Princeton
vice
attested by Ed Gardner and C.
and also in Grand Rivers one
C. Wyatt, both of Mayfield.
is needed. Pleasant, profitable,
permanent. Write to postoffice
Angus Cattle Sale
box 465, Owensboro, Ky. 2tp

Set For June First
Supervisors of the newly orLADIES', CHILDRENS and
Announcement has been made
BOY'S dress slippers at the
ganized Caldwell County Soil by George M. Kurtz,
Sturgis,
It
Federated Store.
Conservation District are rapidly that 50 Angus cattle will be sold
shaping their program of work at auction at his farm near SturFOR TRUCKING and Hauling
and completing plans for putting gis Saturday, June 1, starting
call William S. Guess at 338-J,
Counoperation,
the district into
at 1 o'clock. Registered pureService Cab Co., opposite
ty Agent J. F. Graham said bred coWs and bulls, mostly
Princeton Hotel and I. C. Dethis week.
young cattle, will be sold.
ltc
pot.
In their first meeting last
week after the organization was
JUST RECEIVED—Shipment of
complete, a work plan and a
Ladies' dresses priced from
Federated
program plan were adopted and
to $8.40.
$6.20
page)
from
front
(Continued
it
each agricultural agency serving
Store.
or
in
more
the
starters
Senate
the county outlined services they
race, is "made to order for John FOR SALE— Nylon Hose with
may _provide the district.
order for cigars or cigarettes.
Mr. 'Graham said purpose of Cooper, who looks like a natuPremium Man, Freeman Spur,
the district is to provide an or- ral". According to this authority,
ltp
Illinois.
ganization to further promote Brown, with at least some of
of the soil and his Labor support still intact,
conservation
SPRING SUITS and
water resources by eileouraging is virtually certain to win the JADIES'
at the Federated
reduced
coats
.
.
and
.
nomination
Democratic
and assisting landowners to esIt
Store.
tablish soil and water conserva- then fall easy victim to Cooper.
tion practices. In starting the In some Democratic circles also FOR SALE—Chrysler motors
work, he said the supervisors this sentiment prevailed, tho
and Dodge Truck motors. Also
stated it will be their policy to others felt that young Philip Argood tractor plow. Hodge Motdery
could
muster
sufficient
have demonstrators in' every
or Sales. Washington St. Phone
beat
strength
to
Brown
and
then
community and neighborhood as
1 tf
87.
rapidly as possible. This will go on to victory over Cooper
distribute the work and spread in November.
LADIES' and CHILDREN'S bathActually, only Brown, Ardery
its influence throughout the "dising suits at the Federated
and Logan have filed declaraIt
trict.
Store.
Mr. Graham said the district tions of candidacy thus far and,
no
if
hay
others
to
go
the post, the FOR SALE— One power
is assured assistance and cooperbaler in good condition. Interation of the Extension Service, race seems to lie between the
2tp
national. Phone 2606.
Soil Conservation Service, U. S. first two named. Ardery was
Forest Service, agricultural teach- scheduled to open headquarters
WANTED — Two girls to share
ers, local banks and other credit in a Louisville hotel this week,
room or small apartment. For
agencies necessary to make the with several seasoned political
ltp
information, call 715.
tacticians
their
aid
lending
to
unit function properly in carryhis
organization.
ing out its purpose.
HATS—ReBrown told friends in Wash- LADIES' SPRING
He said arrangements have
Federated Store, It
DUCED.
ington
recently he had $75,000
been made with the Fiscal Court
to share jointly offices in the to spend on his race and, with WANTED— Cotton rags. The
courthouse with the U. S. Forest the field apparently growing Leader.
Service, formerly occupied by larger and Keen Johnson de
ANYONE desiring place to dump
the County Welfare Department. finitely out of the way, was
see or call Mack SpickIt is expected the Soil Con- very optimistic about his chances
It
I, Phone 219-W.
to
win
the
both
end
nomination
servation Service will provide
in
the
the
victory
generarelecfence post.
personnel to make soil surveys
*ANTED—
It
and farm conservation plans as lion. "
Phone 773.
June 8 is the deadline for
soon as details can be worked
hatch
announcing in the Senate race BUY CHICKS NOW—Last
out.
of the season coming off SatMr. Graham said
the local and once they file declarations,
urday, June 1. P. 0. Box 27;
supervisors are responsible for candidates must remain in the
Phone 3062, Paramount Hatchthe functions and work of the race at least to the extent of
ery, Eddyville, Ky.
having their names go on the
district.
to
is
ballots.
a
This
according
Local supervisors are: ChairGOAT MILK for sale. Otis
ltp
man, Ancil Vinson, of Enon new law which had for its purStephens.
neighborhood; secretary-treasur- pose stopping the practice of
another
making
er, P. M. Sell, White Sulfur "dummy" candidates filing to talking about
Editor Tom R. Unneighborhood; Donald Roberta, control naming of election of- effort to get
Lexington Herof Old Quinn neighborhood; ficers and then withdrawing be- derwood, of the
a "stron
James G. Neal, Otter Pond neigh- fore the ballots were printed. ald, into the race as
easily, ho
borhood, and W. P. Oldham, This operates to prevent several man who could win
candidates quitting the race and in August and November", bu
Cadiz Road.
throwing their support to one of the informed believe Underwood, like others who migh
Washington wrote about 20,- the stronger men.
Several party stalwarts, even win, does not choose to r
000 letters, mostly in his own
as late as last Saturday, were this time.

State Democrats

eedar

Gets Navy

Returns To Hospital

Livestock Market

CMM William Russell Boyd
will return to St. Albans' Hospital, Long Island, N. Y. Monday
after a 30-day furlough with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Boyd, Madisonville street.

Sales were strong to higher
on the Princeton Livestock Market Monday compared with last
week, it was reported by Brad
Lacy, manager. Total sold was
985 head. Baby beeves topped
Napoleon autographed
at $16; No. 1 veals, $16.50; and
hogs, $14.45. All fat hogs, 120 28,000 letters.
pounds and up, sold at ceiling
prices.

Discharge
Harold L. Cash. cor.s
Route 1; Charles L.
Robby;y
Star Route 5, and
Charles
Chambers, WT3c, Route 2,
w
among Kentucky men
dischar
from the naval service at
G
Lakes, Ill, last week.

about
Everybody reads The Leade
—

In Appreciation

dieS.WI;
Postmas

Memebrs of the America
Legion Auxiliary Poppy Da
Sale committee wish to expres
their appreciation for the cooperation they received in their
soliciation and preliminary work
Especially do we thank the Gir
Scout, volunteer workers, th
two county newspapers, the Ken
tucky Utilities Co. and the public for making this day a succe
Mrs. A. C. Nuckols, chairma
Mrs. Claude Anderson
Mrs. Ernest Childress

PER IAL
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More?
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Are You Ready?
Save from $2 to $39
on your automobile insurance by insuring with
State Automobile Mutual Insurance Company.
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This company writes
nearly twice as much
automobile a n d truck
insurance in Kentucky as
any other company.

CUMMINS
Ins. Agency

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store

K. R. CUMMINS, Agt.

"The Complete Paint Store"

Office over Wood's Drug Store
Tel. 520-J
Princeton, Ky.

PRINCETON
Fri. May 31
(On Brown Lot)

Stacks and stacks of Picnic items at your Red Front Store

SCOTT COUNTY

DISTILLED

VINEGAR

lh gal. bottle 20(

WATER

doz.

GLASSES

59(

CHOCOLATE

lb. 26(

BON BON CAKES
LEMON JUMBLES

SWEET ORANGE

MARMALADE

We
SO 4

24
16 oz. jar 22(
lb.

CAKES

16 oz. jar 29(

ALLCRISP SODA

2 lb. box

CRACKERS

See
tor:

20 oz. 14

SOUR OR DILL (Chunks)

26(
qt. lk

32 oz.

PICKLES
WHITE MONDAY
BLEACH
TANGERINE

18 oz. can 24

JUICE
CHOICE

lb.

33(

15 oz. pkg.

15(

3 lbs.

59(

DRIED PEACHES
SUNMAID

JOHNSTONS PEANUT

BUTTER

VEGETABLE SOUP

28‘

RAISINS
LOVING CUP

COFFEE

lb. 2W

telaided
quilt q/usiis aold Ver

•Tris
•Co

10 lb. 49(

CELERY

stalk 15

Gri
360 SIZE

SUNKIST LEMONS
exib

AVERAGE
CUCUMBERS

doz.

25(

r fre

FLORIDA SWEET

ORANGES
PORTO RICAN

SIX INCH

Two p

ALL STAR

Hillbilly Jamboree
Tent Show
Lonnie and
Tommie
Thompson

Princeton, Ky.

W. Court Square

each Ilk

.KENTUCKY RAMBLERS

SWEET POTATOES

FIDDLIN'HAL SMITH
NATIONS TOP NOTCH OLD TIME FIDDLER

The Saw!
WITH FURNITURE LIKE THIS! YOU'LL LOVE IT!

Come in and see our wide and varied selection.

Lawn Settee
(NATURAL FINISH)

FAN BACK — $14.95
Chair to Match — $7.95

Hickory Lawn Furniture
For a more beautiful lawn use Hickory Furniture.
Sturdily built.

SETrEE — $24.75
Chairs to Match — $14.95

SHORTY FOSTER
SINGING JUKE BOX FAVORITE

RED FRONT
CASH .14; CARRY STORES

ROSCOE AXE HANDLE

Sand Boxes - Metal bottom and canopy - $12.75
other Sand Boxes - metal - $7.95

Deck Chairs
Rest in ease with a Comfortable Lawn Rocker.

Noble J. Greg
Hubbard, Fr
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Wood Gliders
$16.95

Sturgis
After

Metal Flower Studs $2.95 up

Jordan Furniture Company

WTTH LAUGHS A PLENTY
(Incorporated)

and many other Favorites

the

Nrias

GABRIEL TUCKER
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME

de'
•

Has Seco
Percent Meet

Listen to "Bing Sings" Week days 8:00 A. M.,tundays 9:00 A. M.
COLUMBIA RECORD RECORDING ARTIST

ny. t
grade iatentissetaeth

Phone 762

Formerly Grand Ole Opry Stars
— ALSO —

asainifl

local busme

TENDER AND CRISP

California White Rose

NEW POTATOES

ONE NIGHT ONLY

Not Y
urnr ToPr
When He
me His Duti

calage&

Soak up the sun this summer, and do it in the enjoyable way with
good-looking, well-built porch and lawn furniture, from Jordan's.

Picnic Time Is Here

mawap,s,
sal; oaamar a
aecr

"Hopkinsville's Leading Henn Furnishers"
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